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APPEARANCES: John ~Att~ at Law, appeared on behalf of Appellants,
C
and ~ ~; Christopher D. Howard, Assistant Chief
Counsel, appeared on behalf of Respondent, California Department of Corrections and
Rehabilitation.
BEFORE: Patricia Clarey, President; Maeley Tom and Richard Costigan, Members.1
DECISION

These consolidated cases are before the State Personnel Board (SPB or Board)
after the Board granted a Petition for Rehearing in the matter of the appeal by ~

~ (Appellant ~ from demotion from the position of Correctional Sergeant
to the position of Correctional Officer and rejected the Proposed Decision of the
Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) in the matter of the appeal by

~ ~

(Appellant ~) from dismissal from the position of Correctional Officer, both with the
1
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California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (Respondent or CDCR).

In

both cases, the Proposed Decisions recommended dismissal of the adverse actions on
the ground that Respondent failed to comply with the time frame for notifying Appellants
of its decision to take disciplinary action, as required by Government Code section
3304, subdivision (f). In each case, the ALJs concluded that decisions made during a
"402/403 Conference" constituted Respondent's decision to impose disciplinary action
and that Respondent failed to notify Appellants of its decision within 30 days of that
conference.
While not limiting the issues the parties could address, the Board specifically
requested the parties to brief the following issues:
1. Whether the date of COCA's committee's review of the underlying misconduct
at the 402/403 Conference and its documentation of its decision on CDCR
Forms 402 and 403, in accordance with the Department Operations Manual
sections 33030.13 and 33030.14, is deemed to be CDCR's decision to
impose discipline on Appellant for purposes of Government Code section
3304, subdivision (f); and
2. Whether the 30-day time limitation provided in Government Code section
3304, subdivision (f) serves as a statute of limitations beyond with the
adverse action is barred.2

2

This statement of issues is taken from the Board's Resolution and Order rejecting the Proposed
Decision in Case No. 13-0741. While the issues were phrased slightly differently in the Board's Decision
and Order granting the Petition for Rehearing in Case No. 13-0279P, the Board considers the issues
raised in both cases to be identical.
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The Board has heard oral argument and reviewed the entire record in this matter,
including the transcripts, exhibits, and the written arguments of the parties. As set forth
below, in the absence of specific direction from the Legislature or the courts, the Board
concludes that a plain reading of section 3304(f) compels the conclusion that the time
frame set forth in that section does not begin to commence until after all preliminary
responses or procedures required by Skelly v. State Personnel Board (1975) 15 Cal.3d
175 have been exhausted.

Accordingly, the Board concludes that the notices of

adverse action were timely served in both cases and remands these matters to the
Chief Administrative Law Judge for further proceedings on the merits.
SUMMARY OF FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY3

Alleged Misconduct
In Case No. 13-0279PA, CDCR alleged that, on January 19, 2012, while
reviewing and sorting mail for distribution to inmates, Appellant

~violated CDCR

policy by allowing a sexually explicit photograph to be distributed to an inmate.
In Case No. 13-0741 A, CDCR alleged that, between October 1, 2011 , and May
11, 2012, Appellant ~ violated CDCR policy by engaging in an overly familiar
relationship with an inmate and failing to report that the inmate had access to a cell
phone, and was dishonest in her investigatory interview.

3

Only those facts relevant to the legal issue of the timelines of the adverse action are set forth herein.
The Board makes no findings concerning the factual allegations of misconduct, but sets them forth herein
for background purposes only.
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Investigatory Process/DOM Provisions4
COCA's Department Operations Manual (DOM) sets forth procedures for
investigating allegations of employee misconduct. The CDCR Office of Internal Affairs
(OIA) investigates certain types of cases, and conducted investigations into the
allegations against both Appellants in this case. DOM section 33030.13 provides that,
once OIA completes its investigation, it prepares an investigation report and forwards it
first either to the "Vertical Advocate" (VA) or, in cases monitored by COCA's Bureau of
Independent Review (BIR), to the Special Assistant Inspector General (SAIG), for
review.5 The VA is an attorney in COCA's legal office. As soon as possible, but no
more than 21 days following receipt of the investigative report, the VA reviews the
investigative report and provides feedback to the investigator.

Once that review is

complete, the investigator then forwards a copy of the investigative report to the Hiring
Authority (HA) for review. In most cases, the HA is the Warden or Acting Warden of the
institution in which the alleged misconduct occurred.
DOM Section 33030.13 further provides that the HA is to review the investigative
report and supporting documentation and make investigative findings following
consultation with the VA. In doing so, the HA is required to consider the following
factors: ( 1) whether the investigation is sufficient; (2) whether the allegations in the
investigation are founded or not; (3) whether corrective or disciplinary action is

4

With its brief before the Board, Respondent filed a Request for Official Notice of certain documents,
including various provisions of COCA's DOM, legislative history documents, transcript excerpts, and
documents pertaining to Appellants. Appellants have not objected to Respondent's request. Therefore,
Respondent's Request for Official Notice is granted. (2 Cal. Code Reg., § 58.1 0.)

5

Neither of the cases at issue herein involved monitoring by BIR.
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supported by the facts; (4) if disciplinary action is supported by the facts, what penalty is
appropriate within the parameters of COCA's "Disciplinary Matrix;" (5) what causes for
discipline under Government Code section 19572 are supported by the factual findings;
and, (6) what recommendations are made by the SAIG, for cases monitored by SIR.
The HA's findings are recorded on CDCR Form 402. CDCR Form 402 is then to be
forwarded to the Employee Relations Officer (ERO)/Disciplinary Officer, who is to either
initiate corrective or disciplinary action or forward a copy of the Form 402 to the VA to
initiate disciplinary action in designated cases.

In the event of a significant

disagreement regarding investigative findings, the CDCR Form 402 is not to be
completed until an "Executive Review" is conducted pursuant to DOM section 33030.14.
An additional investigation may be performed in cases where the investigation is
insufficient.
DOM section 33030.13.1 further provides that the findings of each allegation
shall be determined by the HA in consultation with the VA (or the SAIG, in appropriate
cases) and defines five types of findings that may be made: No Finding, Not Sustained,
Unfounded, Exonerated, or Sustained. DOM section 33030.13.2 provides that, upon
conclusion of each Internal Affairs investigation, the ERO/Disciplinary Officer shall
transmit an "Internal Affairs Investigation Closure" memorandum to the subject of the
investigation, outlining the findings for each specific allegation. This memorandum is to
be signed by the HA and transmitted after the HA completes CDCR Form 402 and prior
to the imposition of the disciplinary action. Finally, DOM section 33030.14 provides for
an "Executive Review," the purpose of which is to resolve significant disagreements
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between stakeholders about investigative findings, imposition of a penalty, or settlement
agreements. When Executive Review is requested, completion of Forms 402 and 403,
service of the final notice of adverse action or Skelly letter, or settlement agreement, is
to be delayed until the Executive Review is concluded and a determination made.
402/403 Conference
In order to comply with its obligations under the OOM sections governing
disciplinary investigations, COCA utilizes a procedure known as a "402/403
Conference," so named because of the forms used to document the meeting. In such
cases, the HA holds a meeting with "stakeholders" to discuss the charges against the
employee after the Internal Affairs investigation is complete. Attendees at the meeting
generally include the HA, the institution's ERO, and the VA. At that meeting, the
attendees review and discuss the OIA investigative reports in order to determine
whether there was sufficient evidence to sustain the allegations of misconduct and, if
so, whether corrective or disciplinary action should be initiated. The findings of the
conference members are documented on COCA Form 402, which is signed by the HA.
If the participants determine that formal discipline is warranted, they then discuss the

appropriate penalty, which is documented on COCA Form 403 and also signed by the
HA. If the participants determine that the investigation was insufficient, the matter may
be referred for further investigation.

If a consensus is not reached during the

conference, the matter may be referred for an executive review by higher-level
supervisors.

The HA has the authority to make the final decision regarding the

imposition of discipline.
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Form 402, entitled "Hiring Authority Review of Investigation," contains the
following instructions:
The Hiring Authority shall review the final investigative report and compete
the following including specific details regarding an insufficient
investigation and/or if further investigation is requested. The completed
and signed original form shall be forwarded to the ERO/Disciplinary
Officer. The ERO/Disciplinary Officer shall coordinate with the Office of
Internal Affairs, Central Intake Unit, for any requests for further
investigation. The ERO/Disciplinary Officer shall forward a copy to the
Vertical Advocate for designated cases. The Vertical Advocate shall
ensure the SAIG is provided a copy of the completed and signed form, for
all cases monitored by the Bureau of Independent Review.
Form 402 provides boxes to be checked indicating one of the following: (1) the
investigation is insufficient; (2) further investigation is requested; (3) the investigation is
sufficient; (4) corrective action ordered; or, (5) disciplinary action ordered. The form
includes a section for the HA to indicate the findings for each allegation and a space for
comments, and provides for a signature by the HA. Form 403, entitled "Justification of
Penalty" instructs the HA to refer to all investigation documentation and the "Employee
Disciplinary Matrix" when determining the level of discipline to impose, and similarly
requires the HA to forward the completed and signed form to the ERO/Disciplinary
Officer, and to forward the form to the VA and SAIG, as appropriate. Form 403 contains
boxes to be checked indicating whether or not adverse action should be imposed and, if
so, the level of penalty to be imposed. This form , too, contains a space for the HA's
signature.
Review of Investigations of Appellants' Misconduct
In each of the instant cases, Acting Warden M.E. Spearman (Spearman)
performed the functions of the HA. In fulfilling his duties as HA, Spearman held 402/403

